
Should children be allowed to run in the classroom?   By Emily
In my opinion I think children should not run in the classroom.
● Firstly, I think children should not run in the classroom because you can get hurt. 

And running in a school corridor can be harmful for the younger kids. It can be 
harmful if they come in between someone. Running furiously, they might bump into 
each other and they might get hurt.

● Secondly, if the year 6 runs in the classroom the year 2 year1 will be running in 
the classroom too because the seniors are not setting a good example to the juniors. 
And they will get hurt.

● Finally, so running in the classroom is not a good idea. You can do some drawing or 
reading instead.



In my opinion I think that we should plant more trees. It gives us oxygen, reduces erosion, and it 
keeps the air clean.

Firstly, I think that we need to plant more trees, because they absorb carbon dioxide from the air, 
and release oxygen which is so absolutely necessary to survive. Every living thing needs oxygen to 
survive.

Secondly trees can reduce erosion keeping valuable soil on your land and preventing sendement. 
Getting into your water ways. This maintains the land's health and productivity and improvises local 
water quality.

Thirdly trees help to combat global warming by absorbing carbon dioxide, removing and storing 
carbon while releasing oxygen back into the air. They also reduce wind speeds and cools the air as 
they lose moisture and reflect heat upwards from the leaves. 

So I think that if you join in with me and plant more trees you are helping our planet become a 
better place to live for Everyone                              By Maimuna



Why we should have shorter school times.

Firstly school is hard for most students and they are learning new things  everyday and 
they need to know  one thing at the time  not learning multiple things at the same time.  

Secondly,  school should end at 12 am because students  become ruthless and feel like 
they dont want do any thing after 1 pm so that why school should a 12am

Finally, school should have different class for subject so like high school it gives people 
Time to move around and not be sitting on a mat for more than 20 minutes that why we 
should have shorter school times

By Ibrahim



Should we have school time longer 
In my opinion I think we should have school longer because, if we have shorter school  time we can’t learn anything else 
and when we get” to the last block we have to hurry cleaning up and sometimes we get home late.And  it’s not  good for are 
learning if we have shorter time at school we are compelled to complete our work we should have school up to 9:00 to 4:30 .

Firstly I think longer school  time is good because we can have longer learning so we can”do more work.And learn some 
interesting stuff .And if we have shorter school time we might not even finish our work. if we have shorter  school time we 
can’t even do more research. 

Secondly, if we go home early our parents  are not even there yet because  sometimes our parents  go home late and when 
we go home we are the only  one home.And all the parents' hard work money is just given to the after school care.

Thirdly, learning more is good for our brain and we can think more if we learn more.

In my conclusion”I think having longer school time is good for learning.  

Gevan



        Why we should have shorter school times.

Firstly school is hard for most students and they are learning new things  everyday and 
they need to know  one thing at the time  not learning multiple things at the same time.  

Secondly,  school should end at 12 am because students  become ruthless and feel like 
they dont want do any thing after 1 pm so that why school should give over at 12am

Finally, schools should have different classes for different subjects like high school. It 
gives people time to move around and not be sitting on a mat for more than 20 minutes 
that why 
should have shorter school times.

By Ibrahim



Should we grow more plants?          By: Shalom
My opinion is we should grow more plants so we could make the earth a 
wonderful place to live in,
Firstly, It will help the animals to stay alive cause there will be enough water 
and oxygen so they could survive, breathe and eat.
Secondly, Plants will help humans too. Because the plants will help them 
breathe and keep them alive. Plants provide us with food, fibre, shelter and 
medicine and fuel.
Lastly, Plants help the earth stay clean and make it more green and colourful. 
So it will not be a dirty place.
In conclusion, I believe we should grow more plants to make the earth a better 
place, and help the animals and humans to survive. And make the earth a nice 
place. 



My Speech about the environment .

Why are there so many sicknesses in the world today?
Every year there are more and more cases of asthma and other health conditions. I am Sarah and I want to make 

you aware of living in a healthy environment..
The environment is everything around us. All our surroundings including the air, soil, water, plants, and animals make up 

the environment. Plants and animals need a healthy environment to survive. An ecosystem is an area where living organisms 
interact in a specific way with the local environment to survive.                                                            

Everything around us concerns our environment like the animals and birds that move and surround us. The huge trees and 
vast reserves on our streets and parks in our neighborhood.

Every year on June 5th  is World Environmental Day. On that day we have some people who really support the 
environment and they solve environmental issues and they also protect us for a better future . Many 

environmentalists, like scientists ,politicians and professors, take active roles in these celebrations and also bring out 
new ideas to protect and help the environment .  

Some humans are cutting down the trees and also destroying the world around us. If you want to use paper you need to use 
it wisely or otherwise it will be wasted and we will have to cut down more trees to make more paper.

Also the environment is getting polluted! So much of our rubbish goes into the water and it kills animals making their 
population lower and lower. Air pollution happens by many different things. One of them is smoke. Cars need petrol and 

when we drive the car, the smoke that comes out is harmful for the air and pollutes it.Fun Facts 

Around 27,000 trees are cut down each year and 78% of marine mammals are at risk of choking on plastics . Americans 
throw away 25 trillion Styrofoam cups every year , and also Styrofoam cups are more dangerous than plastic and now 

also people die between 400,ooo and 1 million every year in the world . 

Also in one year an acre mature tree can only provide oxygen for 18 people . 

A healthy environment is about the air being fresh and wonderful.. It is only possible by growing trees so we can 
breathe fresh and feel energized. 

We all need to take responsibility to protect our environment without our environment we would lack in surviving. 

I hope you are aware of this now. Start protecting our environment.

 Thank you   By Sarah



                   Should devices be taken home      by Sarah
Firstly , I think chromebooks are ok to take home, Because when at school you are 
doing a project You can finish at home and also sometimes for free time At home you 
can play sensitive games like cool math games, crazy games or even Minecraft 
Secondly You can also learn different tricks like if you can delete a tab, you can do 
control shift and it will reopen just like it was and there are  so many other tricks 
you can do and short ways of going to different sites .
Lastly I say chromebooks should go home but if the kids do bad things on their 
Chromebook then it is the parents choice if they want their kids to have chromebooks 
at home.
In conclusion I believe that chromebooks should be allowed to be taken home because 
students can do research, learn more at home and get smarter with technology.



Why we should plant more trees!         By Sahar
Hi there,
My name is Sahar and today I am going to talk about why we should 
plant more trees, but first we need to understand why trees are so 
important.
Trees are important because they give off oxygen which we need to 
breathe.
Secondly, trees reduce the amount of stormwater runoff, which 
reduces erosion and pollution in our waterways, and may reduce the 
effects of flooding. 
Many species of wildlife depend on trees for habitat. 
Last of all they provide food, protection and homes for many birds 
and mammals.
Don’t you agree that trees are very important to us?
How can we plant them?
Now you know why we should plant them but how are we supposed to 
know where?
Well you came to the right place!
If you’re going to plant a tree here are some tips! First of all you need 
to find a suitable position to plant it in.
Don’t try planting right against the wall of your house, because if it 
grows in a slanting position it could get jammed against the wall and 
die. So try planting it in an open area.
And that is why we should plant more trees!




